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TAVOLINI   I   TABLES



AVVOLTO  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table 

GENERAL FEATURES

Contemporary round coffee table for cozy and elegant 
living spaces. The top is made in solid wood with a shaped 
board and a removable component. The metal legs have a 
conical and clean shape.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
veneered wood in canaletto walnut finishing

frame finishing:
painted iron in empire satin topaz finishing.

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D:120        H: 40
D: 64         H: 52



GENERAL FEATURES

Stylish rectangular coffee table with a vintage touch and 
rich details. The top is avaible in different marble finishings,  
the metal legs have a particular flexed line.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Carrara marble
Emperador dark brown marble
Smooth stardust gray marble

legs finishing:
steel
bronze
gold satin

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 110   W: 70   H: 38

BELLAVISTA  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table



BRUNELLO  I  tavolino  I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

Roud side table with glamorous allure. Different finishing 
for the top,  painted  steel for the legs, flexed shaped. This 
table is perfect for every kind of space.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Carrara marble
matt or brown glossy laquered finishing

legs finishing:
bronzed steel

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 100       H: 57
D:  55        H: 48



FORMA  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table

GENERAL FEATURES

Stylish and ingenious coffee table for brave living spaces. 
Metal framework with a top wooden covered, a soft gold 
line goes from the top to the base of the leg, this furniture 
is a very masterpiece.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
veneered wood in ebony finishing, water painted

legs finishing:
painted iron in empire gold satin finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 61   W: 40   H: 56



FOUR  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table

GENERAL FEATURES

Coffee table composed by three tops in differet finishings 
and four legs at the base. If you don’t want to choose, this 
furniture will be perfect for every style of living.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
veneered wood in head-treated oak avaible in different 
colours
Carrara marble
metal finishing
bronze glass 

legs finishing:
painted iron in satin quarz finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 127 (max)     W: 127 (max)      H: 44 (max)
D: 35       H: 44
D: 28       H: 30
D: 25       H: 36
D: 32       H: 30



LIBRA  I  tavolino I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

Coffee table composed by two tops in differet finishings 
supported by two cylindrical legs at the base. The diffe-
rent height of the tops is a peculiar feature of this eclectic 
furniture.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
veneered wood in oak finishing
Carrara marble

legs finishing:
painted iron in satin quarz finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 108 (max)     W: 30 (max)      H: 52 (max)
D: 30       H: 52
D: 25       H: 36



LIMPIDO  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table

GENERAL FEATURES

Rectangular coffee table with wooden top and “hairpin”  
shaped legs. Clean and elegant, this item will be perfect 
for contemporary living spaces.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Canaletto walnut finishing
onyx finishing

legs finishing:
painted iron in empire satin gold finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 90     W: 50    H: 38



LINEA  I  tavolino  I  side table 

GENERAL FEATURES

Roud side table with a glass top and geometric shaped 
legs. If you are looking for a traditional item with a contem-
porary line, this furtniture will be perfect for you.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
bronze glass 

legs finishing:
painted iron in empire satin quarz finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 50      H: 57



LOGICA  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table

GENERAL FEATURES

Logica is a rectangular coffee table with an oriental touch 
thanks to the flat and squared shape and the natural fini-
shing of the materials.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
veneered plywood in ebony finishing

legs finishing:
veneered plywood in ebony finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 130     W: 75    H: 40      
TOP thickness: 4



RICCIONE  I  tavolino da caffè  I  coffee table

GENERAL FEATURES

Sophisticated and contemporary, this coffee table is sui-
table for every kind of living spaces. The marble of the top 
and the flexuous metal legs give a very glamorous touch.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Emperador dark brown marble
matt laquered finishing

legs finishing:
bronzed steel

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 80      H: 48
D: 100    H: 38     



SCHEMA  I  tavolino  I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

Round side table with very contained dimension, suitable 
for every space in your house. The top is made by marble 
with a particular vertical ring in the centre, the legs are thin 
and tilded, with a pleasant vintage signature. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Sahara black marble
bronze glass

legs finishing:
painted iron in empire satin gold finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 50    H: 57     



SPAZIO   I  tavolino  I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

Spazio is a very peculiar coffee table for its strong geome-
tric look. The top is avavible in two different materials fini-
shing, the legs, with a “K” shape, are iron made and give a 
fresh taste to  every trendy space.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Sahara black marble
Canaletto walnut finishing

legs finishing:
painted iron in empire satin gold finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 50    H: 57     
 



SPLENDORE   I  tavolino  I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

As handy as trendy, this rectangular side table is suitable 
for every space, even the cozy onces.The top is made by 
marble, the legs seem  “hairpin” with this soft and flat line.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Sahara noir marble
oak finishing

legs finishing:
painted steel in empire satin gold finishing
brown nickel 

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 50    W: 50    H: 57        



SVEVA   I  tavolino  I  side table

GENERAL FEATURES

Tiny, elegant and modern: this are the features of Sveva. 
Round side table with a peculiar vertical ring in the midd-
le of the top, the legs, are soft and inflexed in the typical 
vintage style. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES

top materials:
Emperador black marble
ronzed glass
matt lacquered finishing

legs finishing:
painted steel in gold satin finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
D: 50    H: 67
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AREA  I  madia 

GENERAL FEATURES

This sideboard consists of two combined elements: a solid 
parallelepiped with opaque doors, and a cylinder with a 
mostly transparent side (Raggio sideboard). Its original sha-
pe makes Area an excellent furniture for every living space 
with a modern and glamorous style.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

frame structure materials:
wood blockboard veneered in Canaletto walnut water pain-
ted

doors finishing:
hide (four doors) and glass ( one flip open door) 
matt laquered (four doors) and glass ( one flip door open)

frame details finishing:
led lights

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 216    W: 56    H: 78

AREA   I  madia  I  sideboard



MISURA   I  madia  I  sideboard

GENERAL FEATURES

This cupboard with its “V” shaped sides is a vintage ispira-
tion and a tribute to timeless elegance.  

TECHNICAL FEATURES

frame structure materials:
veneered chipboard in oak walnut water painted
TOP : Oak veneered in solid wood

doors finishing:
FRONT DOORS : mat laminated lacquer
DRAWERS : veneered chipboard whit push-pull
guides

frame details finishing:
iron ,laser profile 
gold empire or satin finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 231    W: 55    H: 60



RAGGIO   I  credenza  I  sideboard

GENERAL FEATURES

Sideboard with a rounded shape front, avaible in match 
with the “Area” cupboard. Its generous size makes Raggio a  
useful and spacious furniture, suitable for the contemporary  
and stylish openspaces.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

frame structure materials:
veneered chipboard in Canaletto walnut water painted

doors finishing:
FRONT DOORS : matt laminated
SIDE: Canaletto walnut water painted

frame details finishing:
FEET : cone shaped painted in topaz empire satin
HANDLES : iron painted in topaz empire satin
finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 68    W: 56    H: 78



STILO   I  madia  I  sideboard

GENERAL FEATURES

This sideboard has an original frame thanks to the “C” sha-
ped sides which gives a rounded and soft look.
Suitable for different kind of spaces, Stilo is a useful and 
stylish furniture with a refined touch.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

frame structure materials:
Blockboard in oak, thermo-veneer, wather painted
TOP : blockboard veneered in oak 

doors finishing:
FRONT DOORS: leather covered or glossy lacquered fini-
shing
DRAWERS : blockboard in oak , veneer, push-pull
guides

frame details finishing:
iron water painted, satin quarz finishing

SCHEMATICS  DIMENSIONS
L: 230    W: 52    H: 64




